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Recladding

Recladding – Background & Basics
Since 2017, over 2000 residential buildings have been identified as highrisk, with some form of dangerous cladding. The Building Safety crisis
is one of the biggest challenges our industry has faced in many years,
but it also presents us with a vital opportunity to vastly improve the
quality, safety and longevity of our built environment now and for
future generations.
The importance of specifying, designing and installing safe, robust replacement
cladding that complies with the new building regulation standards is now
paramount, but understanding the regulations for fire performance can s
eem complicated.
In the UK, all materials that form part of an external wall must now achieve
a minimum rating of A2,s1-d0 or better (A1) according to BS EN 13501-1:2018
and any other major component used within the external wall build-up.
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British Standards. This includes cladding materials, support systems, insulation

The Ash & Lacy Approach to Recladding
Ash & Lacy have been involved in the manufacture and supply
of high quality, affordable rainscreen cladding systems across
numerous continents for over 30 years. We are steadfast
in our safety-first approach and work closely with our
clients, supply chain, industry governing bodies and
certifiers to guarantee that our products and systems
are designed, tested and approved to the highest
quality, performance and safety standards.

Here’s some of the ways we can make a difference to your recladding project:
All Ash & Lacy rainscreen cladding and support systems are

We’ve made all our testing and certification easy to access via

rated A1 or A2,s1-d0 according to BS EN 13501-1:2018, certified by

our website, so that our clients can access important proof of

recognised third party organisations.

compliance in real time.

Our rainscreen cladding systems have been designed using

Our cladding systems are not only simple to install and

a holistic approach. We manufacture all structural components

assemble, they’re backed by a comprehensive 25year system

including the support systems and fixings, so that we can

warranty and supplied with detailed guidance on maintenance,

Our vision is to demystify and add value to the specification

ensure our system testing is reliable and replicable

cleaning and decommissioning.

process, so that selecting a rainscreen cladding system to

without complication.
We understand that accessing funding for remediation work

replace dangerous existing cladding can be done with
ease, confidence and long-lasting peace of mind.

We don’t just manufacture cladding systems; we offer the

can be complex, we have experts available to help you with

perfect balance of expert support throughout the specification

understanding the details and process.

and build process, our team of qualified engineers are on hand
and concept detailing at any stage of design process.

Talk to us today on 0121 525 1444 or email facade@ashandlacy.com
to find out how we can really make a difference.

Our Approach
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to assist with technical advice, project-specific calculations

Assured Safety & Compliance

We’ve summarised the extent of our system testing
in this section to make it easier to understand.

Safety Accreditations

Reaction to Fire – BS EN13501-1:2018
Under UK Building Regulations (amended in November 2018) any

Qualicoat is generally seen as the premium third-party

component which forms part of an external wall on a ‘relevant’

certification that architectural powder coatings should be

residential building must achieve either Euroclass A2-s1, d0 or

assessed to in order to provide the end user with confidence in

Euroclass A1 to the classification standard EN 13501-1:2018.

the quality, reliability and serviceability of the coating. This is a
globally recognised third-party approval process, through which

		Durability – EAD 090062-00-0404 and ETAG 017
(applicable to brick cladding systems)
Hygrothermal testing is used to simulate the effects of naturally
occurring weather and temperature conditions in the UK climate.

Test Methods for Building Envelopes determine the level of
serviceability of a façade or rainscreen cladding system when
subjected to typical climactic levels of water, air and solid object
impact. The final classifications derived from the results depend
on factors such as the maximum air pressure reached or the
severity of damage after an impact.

undertaken to ensure compliance.

		ISO

Reaction
to fire

Durability

BBA

Qualicoat

ISO

VariAL-TF





N/A

In progress





VariAL-CF1





N/A

In progress





VariAL-CF2





N/A

In progress





VariAL-CF3





N/A

In progress





VariAL-H





N/A

In progress





LineAL-F





N/A

In progress





LineAL-X





N/A

In progress





Mechslip









N/A



The testing involves subjecting the system to repeated heatrain cycles followed by repeated head-cold cycles at controlled

requirements for a quality management system. Organisations

humidity conditions. Additional freeze thaw cyclic testing is also

use the standard to demonstrate the ability to consistently

recommended to ensure that F2 frost resistance performance

provide products and services that meet customer and regulatory

NaturAL-X









N/A



is achieved.

requirements.

AxiAL
(support systems)





N/A



N/A



ISO 14001:2015 specifies the requirements for an environmental

BBA Certification
Products that have been certified by the BBA as safe and fit-for-

management system that an organisation can use to enhance its
environmental performance.

purpose are also subjected to continuous assessment through
regular audits and inspections undertaken by qualified assessors
on a monthly basis. For specifiers and building owners, this is an
additional safeguard to ensure that our certified products remain
safe, compliant and that they are manufactured consistently in
line with approved quality plans for many years to come.

Assured Safety & Compliance

annual assessments of the coating environment and product are

CWCT

ISO 9001 is defined as the international standard that specifies

Structural & Weather – CWCT Testing
CWCT (Centre for Window & Cladding Technology) Standard

		Qualicoat
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We take our responsibility as a manufacturer very
seriously. But don’t take our word for it – all Ash &
Lacy rainscreen cladding systems are tested and
accredited to the latest industry standards by
notable third party organisations ensuring that
all the critical components, namely the support
systems, fixings and accessories are included
within the scope of assessment for
added reassurance.

Quality Accreditations

System Options
Ideal for recladding and refurbishment schemes,
our rainscreen cladding systems allow designers
to create complex and interesting façades, with
an economic load bearing structure. The need
for complicated detailing and the risk of cold
bridging is dramatically reduced by careful
engineering during development.
Our system range is fabricated from a multitude of

Metal Panel Systems:

VariAL-CF2

The VariAL range of rainscreen systems offers ultimate flexibility;
panels can be fabricated from a wide spectrum of different

A cost-effective routered rainscreen

materials, including: A1 & A2 ACM, solid aluminium, Cor-Ten

cassette solution for portrait and soffit

steel, perforated & expanded metals, fixed to our AxiAL range

applications where fully secret-fixed panels

of adjustable aluminium and stainless-steel carrier systems.

are not a project design requirement

VariAL-TF

VariAL-CF3

solid and composite materials to suit a wide range
of project applications, complemented by a wide
variety of fully adjustable support systems to suit
various wind load/spanning criteria. A selection of
different fixing methods is available to suit different
budget and design limitations, all systems achieve

A functional and robust solution for flat

A cost-effective folded rainscreen cassette

panel rainscreen cladding applications,

solution for landscape, portrait or soffit

which is simple and cost effective to

applications where fully secret-fixed panels

design, detail and install.

are not a project design requirement.

either A2,s1-d0 or A1 fire performance ratings,
depending on the material choice.

VariAL-H

VariAL-CF1
A cost-effective routered rainscreen cassette

A fully secret-fixed routered rainscreen cassette

solution for landscape applications where

solution with hook-on installation capability.

fully secret-fixed panels are not a project

Able to accommodate a multitude of panel

design requirement.

shapes and configurations for ultimate
design versatility.

System Options

Metal Plank Systems:

Brick Systems:

The LineAL range of aluminium plank facade systems offers specifiers a choice between

Delivering the aesthetic appeal of natural clay brick, these cladding systems

the sharp precision of extruded aluminium, and the versatility of expertly fabricated folded

are designed to offer financial savings, reduction in structural load and rapid

aluminium. Both systems employ a robust mechanical secret-fix, suitable for vertical

installation capabilities associated with a lightweight mechanically fixed

or horizontal linear applications, fixed to our AxiAL range of adjustable aluminium or

system. They also exceed the rigorous testing standards developed by the

stainless-steel carrier systems. LineAL planks are available in solid and perforated

CWCT and carries full BBA certification.

aluminium with a choice of thicknesses to suit budget requirements, with
varying module heights and standard panel lengths up to 6m.

LineAL-F
A versatile cost-effective plank rainscreen system

This genuine brick innovation allows

suitable for portrait or landscape installation

architects and specifiers to use real brick

offering the appeal of secret-fix aesthetics

slips with the inspired efficiency and

Folded planks can be manufactured to

versatility of a mechanically fixed

specific module heights.

brick slip cladding system.

LineAL-X

System Options

Mechslip

NaturAL-X

A rainscreen plank system with the impressive

A lightweight, mechanically-fixed

accuracy inherent with extruded aluminium,

brick cladding system delivering

combined with a unique fast-track installation

all the benefits of natural clay

method. Interlocking planks can be used in

brick through purpose-made

portrait or landscape applications.

extruded brick slips.

Material & Finish Options
Material choice is a critical part of the design process and requires close
attention that is no longer exclusively centred around aesthetics, but
must take into account performance and safety compliance.
Ash & Lacy are well equipped to assist with advice and guidance concerning material
choice and an array of different finishes. At an early stage, we can provide details relating
to the long-term performance, durability and warranty periods associated all materials
that are compatible with the fixings systems shown in the previous section.
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Explore our full range of architectural finishes at www.ashandlacy.com/finishes

A2,s1-d0 rated options
Powder Coated Aluminium
PPC finishes are highly durable and applied post-fabrication, meaning that the finish is not
compromised during the panel manufacturing process – bending, perforating or welding
occurs before the final finish is applied.
Colour options:
All RAL/NCS colours
Anodised effect

Stone & concrete effect

Patina effect

Timber effect

Powder coatings are manufactured according to Qualicoat standards. Guarantees up to 40 years are available on request

Mineral core ACM
An aluminium composite material with a fully recyclable
non-combustible core and PVDF coated aluminium skin,
available in over 100 different colours and finishes.
Colour options:
Brushed effect

Solid colours

Sparkling & iridescent

Metallic effect

Timber effect

Anodised effect

Guarantees up to 25 years available as standard.

Material & Finish Options

A1 rated options
Pre-coated aluminium
Pre-painted aluminium is produced by adding paint or film
coating to metal coil or sheet, with options for different
aluminium alloys and paint types (HDPE, PVDF)
Colour options:
Solid colours

Brushed effect

Metallic effect

Sparkling & iridescent

Anodised effect

Timber effect

Guarantees up to 30 years available as standard.

Anodised Aluminium
Anodising is a premium option with proven longevity in architectural
applications. Anodising, which is an electrochemical process,
benefits from inherent durability and scratch resistance
Colour options:
Gold

Bronze

Organic Colours

Grey
Black

Guarantees of up to 60 years are available on request

Material & Finish Options

A1 rated options
Corten Steel
A unique grade of steel that relies on natural weathering to
deliver an attractive, earthy rusted tone that will continue
to change and evolve over the lifetime of the building.
Colour options:
Variable natural rust effect

Brick
Made from fired natural clay, brick finishes are highly durable and
have been an integral feature of British architecture for hundreds
of years. Thousands of different colour, texture and geometric
combinations can be used to create truly unique façade designs.
Colour options:

Material & Finish Options

Blue

Red

Glazed

Buff

Brown

Grey

White

Black

Hope Street, Liverpool

Mile End, London

Building Use: Student Accommodation

Building Use: Student Accommodation

Height: 25m

Height: 25m

Products: Mechslip

Products: Mechslip

System Fire Rating: A1

System Fire Rating: A1

The Project

The Project

Just four years after first opening its doors, the Hope Street

Originally built in 2012, the Scape student accommodation

accommodation block hit the headlines when its existing,

at Mile End required recladding in 2018 as the brick slip

bonded-brick cladding system began to peel away,

system used was identified as being non-compliant

causing bricks to fall onto the street below. A primary

with the latest building regulations. The Mechslip

factor behind the specification of MechSlip as a

system was selected as the most suitable

replacement cladding system was its lightweight

replacement cladding due to its A1 fire rating,

design and A1 fire rating, meaning it met the

as well as the design versatility and extensive

requirements for the structural and height

choice of brick finishes which meant

parameters of the building.

the brick type and aesthetic could be
replicated on a like-for-like basis.

Case Study

Case Study

Wembley Point, London

One Brewery Wharf, Leeds

Building Use: Residential

Building Use: Residential

Height: 80m

Height: 40m

Products: VariAL-H Powder Coated Aluminium

Products: VariAL-CF Powder Coated Aluminium

System Fire Rating: A2,s1-d0

System Fire Rating: A2,s1-d0

The Project

The Project

Completed during 2021, the refurbishment of

The importance of the cladding refurbishment and

Wembley Point involved the installation of

replacement on this high-rise residential building cannot

bespoke cruciform shaped VariAL-H aluminium

be understated. The building was identified by West

panels manufactured from 3mm powder

Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service late in 2019 as being

coated aluminium, elegantly converting a

high risk from the perspective of residents safety,

previously disused commercial space

due to the fact it was clad in flammable panels.

into a 23-storey tower of high-end

The VariAL-CF system was selected as it

residential apartments.

complied with an A2 fire rating, with EN135011 classification by third parties, and satisfied
the detailed planning constraints.

Case Study

Case Study
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